Vjjj	IMAGINARY CONVERSATIONS
been content to write and live among* their fellows, and only the greatness of genius set "even Shakespeare alone. Milton ig the seventeenth and Patmore in the nineteenth centuries made comments on their solitude, if not claims to it ; but there was all but a boast in Landor's which was not in theirs. He was well-born, in letters as in life ; in both he seemed to himself of loftier rank than serious truth can allow him.
To say so is to be unfair to Landor, yet it is an unfairness
which all but the most fanatical Landorian will excuse.   It is
not merely by accident or by the dullness of our critical taste
that so much of Landor's prose remains unread.    The Imaginary
Conversations, from which the following pieces are taken, began
the publication of their five volumes in 1824 and closed them
in 1829.    For our modern and feebler minds the title is itself
misleading.   In our contemporary novels we are used to realistic
conversation, to slang and hesitation, to dashes and dots, to all
the tricks, verbal or typographical, by which the incapacity and
folly of our daily speech  is  made  clear.    We   do   not  expect
the lofty exchanges of conscious art, the arranged modulations
of careful   thought  in   careful   utterance,   stately   rhythm   and
proportionable,   if  undecorated  diction.    And   this   is   what we
find in Landor.   Nor is it wholly our daily habit of life that
has left us unprepared ; it is the habit of our literature.v From
Malory to Fielding, from Smollett to Dickens,  from Thackeray*.
\tiCir--Glasworthy, let us say, lest we should be invidious,  there]
few prose writers who imagine conversations so.   Milton's'
had they ever condescended to  prose,  might have;
fc but the speech of archangels seems  to need th$j
wir'igs of poetry and the humanity of Milton's all but universal
mirid to carry it.   These others are the conversations of great
mei 11 we are purified and instructed, we are humbled and dwarfed
by ftheni.   It is very well to be humbled ; it is more tiresom^
to  ;be dwarfed ;   and  there   are  pages  of   Landor   where  he
dwai rfs us with his exalted art, without humbling us by his profound
and | intense passion.   We weary of those halls and colonnade^

